2. Who does what:
All shots involve the whole team. A bit of attention to detail before each shot can
save time and trouble reviewing what went wrong after the rock stops at the other
end or after the game.
Communication is very important.
This is standard stuff for skilled teams who work together all the time.
2.1 The throwers activities:
Get in the hack ( from the back ) promptly - as soon as the opposition player has
slid out, get your stone and move to the hack.
Clean your stone, clean the ice in front of the stone and give it a spin.
A rock which has been spun slides better as tiny pits in the stone are smoothly
filled with ice.
Watch the skip's signals, listen for special instructions from the skip.
Confirm the shot and the weight to be used with the sweepers. Everyone needs to
know the exact plan for the shot.
Sweepers should be within a few feet of the thrower at this time so conversation
can be quiet.
Confirm long/short or in/out or pro-side miss with sweepers or perhaps with skip.
The desired result and secondary results will depend on the score and the phase
of the game.
You may have agreed upon an end plan which will help determine the desired
result.
The skip may have signalled the secondary result he or she desires in the current
situation. This may be an issue on only a shot or two each end.
Ask sweepers for draw weight tips if required. Most often, the sweepers will
provide ice speed comments ( examples: weight is the same as the last shot, this
path has not been used before, this spot slows down a lot at the far hog line, split
time 14.1, normal )
Settle in:
Are you comfortable?
Do you have your rock in your favourite place?
Are your knees and toes and shoulders pointed at the target?
Visualize the path of the stone.
Count to 3 and take a deep breath if you need to get settled further.
Take a deep breath, make your best delivery, have a smooth glide, have
a beautiful release---------->>>>>>>>>> great shot

2.2 The sweepers activities
Sweepers eyes are always scanning the ice from the hog line to the hacks. They
clean away patches of dirt or debris especially from the path on which their next
shot will be traveling.
Sweepers may also clean spots of debris off the ice between the hog lines which
they noticed while sweeping a previous stone.
Sweepers will be discussing whether their sweeping partner thinks the ice
conditions are changed and if so, what advice they should give to the next thrower.
Sweepers should never be a distraction for the opposition between shots. They
can move back to the throwing end in single file at the side of the sheet when the
opposition thrower is getting ready to throw but not during the throw. The
sweepers should talk quietly between shots.
The sweepers may be using stopwatches or otherwise timing or judging the
throws of the opponents. Sweepers may be discussing their findings between
shots.
The sweepers act as a team. They consider what shot is being called and agree on
which sweeper will take the position near the stone and which sweeper will make
the initial weight calls.
There is an advantage to having the straight side sweeper close to the rock since
sweeping to prevent the rock from curling is a very common reason for early
sweeping.
Sweepers stand near the thrower and provide advice or confirm the general speed
of the ice at this time of the game.
The sweepers may provide further clarification on the options for the shot and
clarify what the skip wants. The sweepers or the thrower may ask the skip for
further clarification. Most shots don't require much additional discussion.
2.3 The skip's activities
The skip always watches the opposition players throw their shots. This gives the
skip an idea of how much the rocks on different parts of the sheet are going to
curl.
The skip might even time the rocks to get an idea of how fast the opposition threw
their stones.
Once the opponent's rock and related rolling stones have stopped or left the field
of play, the skip moves in and signals the next shot.
The skip is constantly evaluating the rocks in play and maybe counting the rocks
out of play and checking the score.
The skip always clearly signals to the players what the desired result of the
upcoming shot is, where to aim/throw the stone and how much speed/weight to
use. The team may have decided beforehand what their default takeout weight
might be for the game or the next series of shots.

The skip looks for agreement or acknowledgement from the player throwing the
next shot. The skip may provide a bit of further description to the thrower if
requested by the thrower or sweepers.

